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Career Level: 09 Developing Posting Date: 5 Apr 2024

.Net Web Developer

Type: Perm

Hours: Full Time

Location: London/Bristol (Hybrid or Remote)

Are you an experienced Umbraco C# .NET Web Developer looking to join a close-knit,

growing, and skilled team? 

If you have a proven track record in developing innovative software solutions using the

Umbraco with .NET framework and Azure Services, then this could be the perfect

opportunity for you.

About ClearCourse

Join a rapidly growing collaborative of disruptive technology companies working together to

build a great software and payments business, with exceptional people and the best

products and services. 

Across our portfolio of software platforms, we’re creating an environment where talented

entrepreneurs and businesses flourish. Our team is over 900 people strong and supports over

20,000 customers across the globe. 

We have 40 brands located across the UK and internationally, with two primary UK

ClearCourse hubs, in which multiple brands are located in London and Preston. These

market-leading software businesses form our five verticals; with our integrated payments
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platform, ClearAccept intrinsic to the entire organisation.

Working better together  is central to everything we do, each time we add a new business

we’re adding new ideas and innovation.

Our mission is to help our customers build great businesses with our industry-

specific software and embedded payments solutions.

Job Overview

The .NET Developer role is responsible for the delivery for all assigned user stories from

estimation through code, bug fixing and documentation while achieving target delivery for

the Sprint and or other measure of throughput as per the project methodology.

The .NET Developer works within a delivery team, typically including a mix of

Developers, Solution Architects, QA Engineers, Business Analysts, Functional Consultants

and Scrum Masters (client-facing Project Manager). The role is responsible for creation and

estimate tasks, writing of quality code to agreed standards defined Principal Solution

Architecture team.

This role has a strong delivery component and is responsible for delivery of software

in agile Sprints, The .NET Developer should take ownership of their User Stories as

well as perform code reviews for others, taking care to think about performance,

security and maintainability.

Your responsibilities will include, but not be limited to:

Contribute to the development of project plans, timelines, and estimates

Collaborate with our team to design, develop, and test solutions that are scalable and

maintainable

Plan tasks for User Stories and estimate in hours

Develop, maintain, and troubleshoot websites and web applications using Umbraco and

Azure Services

Work with the Senior Developer and other developers to ensure that the website is

functioning properly and meets the client's needs

Write clean, efficient and well-documented, secure code with unit tests.

Participate in code reviews to ensure that code is of a high quality and adheres to company

standards



Collaborate with designers, developers, and project managers to deliver high-quality solutions

Implement and maintain automated builds and deployments

Monitor and troubleshoot Azure-based systems

Delivery on your estimates

Desireable attributes and experience:

3 years of experience in software development

Strong experience with C#, .NET

Experience with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and JavaScript Frameworks such as Angular,

React or

2 years commercial experience with Umbraco CMS preferably certification

Understanding of Azure cloud platform and its services ( Azure App Service, Azure SQL,

Azure Functions, Azure Blob Storage, Azure CDN, and Azure Search)

Integrating with external systems is beneficial for example with REST API’s or other

technologies required as per the project

ClearCourse Employee Benefits

Life Assurance and private medical cover with cash plan

Group Income Protection and enhanced Company Pension

Enhanced maternity, paternity and adoption pay

Generous training budgets and reimbursement for professional memberships

Hybrid-working model with 25 days annual leave

24/7 employee assistance programme including Peppy Health App

Bike to Work Scheme

Generous Recruitment referral scheme

Additional flexible benefits with the Perkbox platform, providing discounts and freebies from



major retailers
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